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TAKING THE FIRST STEP
Congratulations on signing up—
you’ve come to the right place. 

Looking for your one true soulmate?
The person to spend the rest of your life with?

According to Kaballah mysticism your predestined soulmate is the other 
half of your soul, separated at birth. Hence the yearning you may feel to 
reunite with your soulmate—and your sense of completion when you 
meet him or her.

However, much of your success in recognizing and keeping your soulmate 
depends on how much personal growth you are willing to do, how aware you 
are of your soul, and how healthy your psychological and emotional world is. 
Your success depends on how recognizable you are to your true self and to 
the other.  This is where you have the freedom to forge your own destiny.

The first step toward having an eternal bonding relationship is  
recognizing what a soul is—your soul, and by extension the soul of  
another person.

Your soul is expansive, unique and beautiful. Getting in touch with your soul 
is essential to finding and sharing a life with your eternal soulmate. The single 
most important ingredient in a relationship, is the thing that is rarely discussed 
and rarely emphasized, and that is spiritual compatibility.

The 6 Keys to FInding Your Soulmate will help you understand what spiritual 
compatibility is and what an eternal relationship looks and feels like, and get 
you started in creating the love relationship of your dreams. 



6 KEYS 
TO FINDING YOUR SOULMATE

Take your time going  through each  
key and reflect on what comes up for  
you emotionally in a journal. 

This will become your personal  
map in creating the relationship  
of your dreams.

Write down the things that
resonate most with you, those
you feel you want to incorporate
into an existing relationship or
would like to grow to understand 
more before you meet your soulmate.

Use the keys as a compass and a  
guide to uncover a deeper truth  
behind love relationships and to  
create the partnership you  
truly desire.



KEY #1 
f KNOW YOURSELF. KNOW YOUR SOUL. 

Have you ever burst into tears for no apparent reason, finding yourself in 
deep sadness? That is the soft voice of your soul, crying out for attention, 
asking to be nourished with at least as much care as you nourish your 
body.  Do you know how to hear your soul? It holds the key to the reason 
for your existence and directly reflects your connection to G-d. Without 
experiencing the soul there can be no personal growth, because it is the 
soul that expresses dissatisfaction, a yearning which is a motivation for 
growth.

When you learn how to recognize the voice of your soul, your identity 
and your purpose emerge. The soul does not mean what you do in your 
life, your career or the possessions you have. It is also not your personality 
traits, what you do or how you express yourself.

Your soul is who you truly are; it is the deepest innermost vision  
of yourself.

KEY #2 
f FEEL THE MAGIC. 

Your true soulmate will feed and nourish your soul in a way that will feel 
transcendent. Like magic, you will feel that you are able to become a more
expansive and deeper version of yourself and that all is possible in terms 
of personal and spiritual growth.  A true soulmate will be able to keep up 
with you in your spiritual journey throughout a lifetime. 



KEY #3 
f HIGHER AND HIGHER  

Your soulmate will help you reach a place greater than you can reach  
on your own. S/he will challenge you, and will help you reach your full  
potential.

It is important to be honest with yourself and acknowledge if you feel 
challenged enough in your relationship, or if perhaps the person just wants 
to please you and bring you comfort and companionship.

There should be a healthy measure of angst in the relationship, consistent-
ly propelling it to a higher level.

If the relationship is stagnant and complacent, perhaps comfortably so, but 
nevertheless on a plateau, you should seek to be honest and open with 
your partner and see if the two of you can lift it to a higher ground.  If 
indeed he or she is a true, equal partner and not just a companion, he or 
she will feel as relieved as you are to be able to grow closer and deeper. 
Crisis in the relationship should not be handled through appeasement 
and placating, where one partner is pleasing the other—it should be faced 
head on as two equal partners.



KEY #4 
f FULL SELF EXPRESSION  

Do you feel compromised in any way in your relationship? Do you respect 
and admire your partner’s dreams and vision? Your soulmate will help you 
crystallize and actualize your vision of life, not just agree with you and pla-
cate you. You should perceive him or her as an equal partner and not just 
someone who is supportive of your efforts. You should feel excited about 
the potential and the significance of your relationship.

KEY #5 
f A SHARED VISION 

For a relationship to flourish, both of you have to do more than pay bills 
or go out to eat together. You need to connect to each other in meaning-
ful and transcendent ways. Will your relationship help other people grow, 
or is it only a comfortable co-existence between you and your partner? 
Designate an hour each week to learning about life and its purpose, or 
to helping out in your community. Spend time in a more meaningful way 
than just day to day survival. Spiritual compatibility means that you share a 
vision that’s beyond the sum of the parts. It means that you want to build 
something together that’s greater than each of you alone.  This kind of love 
is more about transcendence than about getting needs met.



KEY #6
f RELATIONSHIPS ARE A PROCESS. 

You grow with another person. You may start out with feelings of elation, 
passion, and romance.  Or you may feel ambivalent and unsure about your 
relationship. You may feel disappointed after the initial feelings fade and  
are replaced by the mundane rhythms and cycles. Whatever you find  
yourself feeling at the moment, rest assured that as valuable as the feelings 
of chemistry and passion are to your love, making a relationship work 
comes down to the details of everyday life and sanctifying daily life with 
your partner. 

True love is not the glamour, the intensity, and the romance that is so 
apparent in movies and books. Love is something that deepens and grows 
over the years, with someone who you share the realities of life with.  
The two of you infuse life with higher purpose and higher meaning.

Rather than hit you like a surge and dissipate quickly, passion and feelings 
of completeness and real lasting joy reveal themselves from the inside out, 
over time, as you learn what it means to give and receive love.

This can only be experienced as fruits of a long term relationship that 
matures and grows over time.



It’s important to know that to the extent that 
you are able to know yourself and your soul 
is the extent to which you can recognize your 

soulmate. If you are not ready or your psycho-
logical and emotional tools are hindered  
whether due to past experiences, trauma, or lack of self awareness, you will 
need to take responsibility, find resources, and put in the work to heal  
yourself as best as you can, so that you can attract your real soulmate and  
not an unhealthy version of him or her.  When you are unaware of your inner 
coping mechanisms and unhealthy patterns, you run the risk of falling in love 
with the wrong person and for the wrong reasons.

It would be unfair to you if we promised a shortcut or a formula to magically 
“clear” away the psychological and emotional patterns that prevent you from 
being your truest self.

But here is an empowering fact. You can take an active part in shaping 
your destiny. Mastering your inner world starts with a commitment to be  
honest and vulnerable with yourself. Often, there is a kind of magic that  
happens when you take the first step. Your soulmate maybe be on a similar 
journey and just might show up in your life out of nowhere. The great news is 
that becoming self-aware emotionally, psychologically, and spiritually is already 
half the work done and is the foundation of an eternal relationship!

Lets keep growing. Together.
We want to continue supporting you on your journey towards finding true 
love and life fulfilment by signing you up for our weekly Soul Workout email.  
Soul Workouts are exercises for your soul and psyche: you will learn how to 
live not only your best life, but a meaningful life. You will receive practical how-
to ideas for self-help and personal growth, all from spiritual sources. You don’t 
have to do anything to sign up.  We will simply add you to our list and you will 
start receiving your Soul Workouts immediately.  Opt out anytime. You will  
also have a chance to be part of our growing Soul Workout community on  
Facebook and meet people on a similar journey.  Looking forward to  
connecting with you!

AVOID ATTRACTING AN 
UNHEALTHY VERSION OF 
YOUR SOULMATE

www.meaningfullife.com



www.meaningfullife.com

If you would like to know more about what it really means to love,  
to be intimate, and to live a meaningful and fulfilling life,  
we would like to make a special offer to you right now.

Simon Jacobson’s best selling book Toward a Meaningful Life has been translated into  
13 languages and has been read and discussed in groups all over the world by people from 

all walks of life. We suggest getting the book and reading it together with your partner. 

For a limited time, Simon Jacobson’s best selling book  
Toward a Meaningful Life is available to you for 30% OFF!

$24.99 $17.99
HARDCOVER

$16.99 $11.99
 SOFT COVER

ADD TO CART >

ADD TO CART >

COUPON CODE: 6KEYS

“My partner and I have been reading this book together and I feel like our whole relationship
changed.  We were able to see each other with new eyes and fall in love all over again.”

Simone Garundhi, South Africa

“This is not only a good read but a great resource to go back to when you are looking for another 
perspective to what is going on in your life and how to change your paradigm. 

It really is about living your purpose.”
Michael Horwitz, CA

Fresh perspectives on every aspect of our lives—from birth to death, youth to old age;  
marriage, love, intimacy, and family; the persistent issues of career, health, pain,  

and suffering; and education, faith, science, and government.  

What people are saying...

https://www.meaningfullife.com/product/toward-meaningful-life/

